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 Laundrymen Construct Their World:
 Gender and the Transformation of a
 Domestic Task to an Industrial Process

 ARWEN PALMER MOHUN

 Laundry is women's work. For some centuries, this is what most
 Europeans and Americans assumed. Whether in manor houses or
 army camps, by streamsides or in tenement rooms, laundrywork has
 traditionally been one of the most powerfully gendered of all domes-
 tic tasks. Men, on the other hand, avoided doing laundry for reasons
 beyond the fact it was hot, difficult work. The man who submerged
 his arms into a washtub or picked up an iron (except in a tailor's
 shop) risked unsexing himself. A man who needed his washing done
 sought out a woman to do it for him-either wife, or servant, or
 washing woman.' Women were also the guardians of knowledge
 about the processes involved. They taught their daughters how to
 make soap and to season an iron, how to brew starch and remove
 stains. The tools and the knowledge and the task itself were indisput-
 ably theirs.2

 DR. MOHUN is assistant professor of history at the University of Delaware. She
 thanks Nina Lerman, Ruth Oldenziel, Carroll Pursell, Erik Rau, John Staudenmaier,
 and Angela Woollacott as well as participants in the Johns Hopkins Colloquium in
 the History of Science, Technology, and Medicine for careful readings and wise
 advice on previous drafts of this article.
 'Some anecdotal evidence even suggests that men who were forced to do their

 own washing did it at night or behind closed doors to avoid being observed; see
 Caroline Davidson, A Woman's Work is Never Done: A History of Housework in the British
 Isles, 1650-1950. (London, 1982), pp. 136-37.
 2For more on domestic laundrywork in the United States in the 19th and 20th

 centuries, see Susan Strasser, Never Done: A History of American Housework (New York,
 1982) and Ruth Schwartz Cowan, More Work for Mother: The Ironies of Household Tech-
 nology from the Open Hearth to the Microwave (New York, 1983). For Great Britain, see
 Davidson, and Pamela Sambrook, Laundry Bygones (Ayelesbury, Bucks, 1983). Patri-
 cia Malcolmson's English Laundresses: A Social History, 1850-1930 (Urbana, Ill., 1986)
 is a unique study of the lives and experiences of women who worked in both commer-
 cial laundries and in taking in washing. There is no equivalent study for American
 washerwomen although Tera Hunter, "Household Workers in the Making: Afro-
 American Women in Atlanta and the New South, 1861-1920" (Ph.D. diss., Yale
 University, 1990), is one of several recent studies of African-American women who
 worked as domestic laundresses.

 ? 1997 by the Society for the History of Technology. All rights reserved.
 0040-165X/97/3801-0007$01.00
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 98 Arwen Palmer Mohun

 In the mid-19th century, "steam" or "power" laundries began to
 appear in American and British cities, offering consumers an alter-
 native to the rigors of wash day or the uncertainties of employing a
 washerwoman. These enterprises distinguished themselves from
 their domestic counterparts by adapting industrial methods and
 technologies to the problem of cleaning clothing, sheets, towels, and
 other items made of cloth. Rather than scaling up primitive washing
 machines then available for home use, early laundry proprietors
 bought or modified textile machinery that had been designed for
 bleaching and dying cloth." In common with other industrial em-
 ployers, they also reorganized the work process, dividing up the tra-
 ditional parts of the laundress's job-washing, drying, starching, and
 ironing-between multiple workers and, eventually, specialized ma-
 chines.

 While women continued to constitute a majority of wage workers
 in these laundries and to do the wash at home, men controlled the
 industrialization of laundrywork. They created, propagated, and
 controlled the technology known collectively as a "steam laundry."4

 These first commercial laundries are hardly more than shadows
 in the historical record, evidenced primarily by their presence in city
 directories and fire insurance maps. In the 1880s, however, large
 numbers of new entrepreneurs entered into the laundry business.
 This period of growth was accompanied by the first efforts of laundry
 owners and managers, "laundrymen" as they now called themselves,
 to create a public identity for themselves. Through trade journals
 and associations, laundrymen created local, national, and trans-
 Atlantic (Anglo-American) communities where technical informa-
 tion could be shared and common interests articulated and promul-
 gated. This community was explicitly male. The few women who
 owned or managed laundries were denied a public voice or visible
 role in shaping what was now referred to as the "laundry industry."

 Laundrymen were practical people struggling to make a living in
 a business plagued with problems. They could not, for example, con-
 trol the amount or the quality of the "raw material" that came into
 the laundry nor the cultural dimensions of the ways customers

 3For a detailed discussion of the technological development of the industry, see
 Arwen Palmer Mohun, "Women Work, and Technology: The Steam Laundry Indus-
 try in the United States and Great Britain, 1880-1920" (Ph.D. diss., Case Western
 Reserve University, 1992).

 4Throughout the rest of this article I will selectively use the word "technology"
 to refer not just to the machinery, but also to the process, the knowledge about the
 process, and the technological system called collectively a "laundry."
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 Gender and the Transformation of a Domestic Task 99

 judged the finish and cleanliness of the finished product. As with
 all technologically dependent businesses, success in the laundry in-
 dustry depended in part on the judicious selection and knowledge-
 able use of appropriate machinery. Laundrymen constructed the
 technological part of their world by balancing economics, labor
 questions, and the constraints and possibilities of available tech-
 nology.

 Laundrymen also felt compelled to construct their industry with
 regard to its cultural meanings. Beginning in the late 19th century
 and lasting well into the 20th, the gendered connotations attached
 to laundry technology and to its users are a pervasive theme in the
 laundrymen's discourse about themselves and their female employ-
 ees, customers, and competitors. Confronted with the persistent no-
 tion that laundrywork was women's work, they presented their own
 complex arguments suggesting that while individual parts of the pro-
 cess might better be carried out by women, laundries as technologi-
 cal systems were essentially masculine; that they required masculine
 ways of thinking about and organizing technology in order to func-
 tion properly; that, in fact, women unsexed themselves by claiming
 more than a small degree of authority in this realm.

 This article explores the ways in which laundrymen used trade
 journals, advertisements, and industry histories to make gendered
 claims about commercial laundry technology and their relationship
 to it and to women workers and consumers. It argues that the cre-
 ators of these documents recast laundrywork into a larger set of pre-
 existing cultural idioms and symbols that linked masculinity and ma-
 chinery. They claimed, for example, that commercial laundries were
 modern, mechanical, and scientific. Since it was neither desirable
 nor possible for them to eliminate women from employment or con-
 sumption, they also adopted a set of rhetorical strategies that cast
 women in specific roles defined by gendered ideologies such as do-
 mesticity and paternalism.

 The examples that follow come from both British and American
 sources. Comparison highlights the culturally different symbolic
 frameworks into which British and American laundrymen tried to
 fit the particulars of their industry. Most importantly, this example
 suggests that Britons and Americans may not always have expressed
 masculinity through technology in the same ways. Because the ex-
 isting secondary literature on masculinity is so small and the litera-
 ture on masculinity and technology smaller still, much research re-
 mains to be done to establish the full meanings of these differences
 and the degree to which they are typical of men of similar classes
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 100 Arwen Palmer Mohun

 and aspirations.5 This article can be seen, in part, as an effort to add
 to that understanding.

 Comparison is also a useful tool in understanding how trans-Atlan-
 tic differences in work force composition affected laundrymen's
 claims to authority. The work force of American laundries was far
 less homogeneous than its British counterparts. Before 1920, it was
 composed primarily of large numbers of immigrant women. In the
 interwar period, African Americans gradually replaced their immi-
 grant sisters in larger American cities like New York and Chicago.'
 For American laundrymen, race and ethnicity added an extra locus
 to the matrix of class and gender which shaped social relations
 within laundries.

 More generally, this story helps illuminate how and why gendered
 meanings come to be attached to a wide variety of technologies.
 Laundrymen were far from alone in using trade journals and indus-
 try histories to create meanings. The "how" part of their story sug-
 gests the necessity of rethinking many of the sources historians of
 technology frequently use. Explaining why people as ordinary and
 prosaic as the laundrymen put much time and effort into creating
 meaning helps reveal the inseparability of constructing material and
 cultural worlds. Gendering technology is a pervasive and important
 cultural process with significant economic and social consequences.

 Laundrymen Construct an Industry

 Laundrymen most likely made their gendered claims in all kinds
 of ways: on the shop floor, in interactions with customers, in letters
 and conversations. That ephemeral discourse has largely disap-
 peared from the world and with it the evidence for a kind of day-
 to-day negotiation over the relational meanings of gender. Much of
 what remains is trade literature.

 SFor instance, many American middle-class men used tinkering or other kinds of
 hands-on technological play to assert their masculinity after the turn of the century.
 Such tinkering seems to have come later to Britain because soiling one's hands on
 machinery carried a stronger class connotation than in the United States. On mid-
 dle-class masculinity and tinkering see SusanJ. Douglas, Inventing American Broadcast-
 ing, 1899-1922 (Baltimore, 1987), chap. 6. On multiple masculinities see Mark C.
 Carnes and Clyde Griffen, eds., Meanings for Manhood: Constructions of Masculinity in
 Victorian America (Chicago, 1990).

 'For an overview, see Ethel L. Best and Ethel Erickson, A Survey of Laundries and
 Their Women Workers in 23 Cities, Bulletin of the Women's Bureau (Washington, D.C.,
 1930).
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 Gender and the Transformation of a Domestic Task 101

 Laundry trade journals began to appear in the late 1870s in both
 Britain and the United States. The sudden appearance of these ma-
 terials probably had two causes. Limited secondary literature on
 trade journals suggests they began to appear for a wide variety of
 industries in the late 19th century.7 Their appearance also coincided
 with exponential growth in the industry and the formation of the
 first laundry trade associations. The most prominent journals were
 the National Laundry Journal (United States), the American Laundry
 Journal, and The Laundry Journal (Great Britain)." These were long-
 lived and, in several cases, tied to trade associations. By the 1890s,
 journal publishers and others had also begun to spin off advice
 books, collections of articles, books of designs for advertisements,
 and other specialized trade literature.

 Trade journals have long been an important source for historians
 of technology searching for information about the technical details
 and social relationships of specific industries. They have less often
 been used as sources for cultural questions about technology and
 even more rarely for thinking about gender and technology.' While
 some of the content of these trade journals served the straightfor-
 ward goal of sharing information about how to solve technical prob-
 lems or use new products, much of it had a more complex purpose.
 A significant portion of these texts is made up of jokes, anecdotes,
 remembrances, descriptions of social events such as conventions,
 and news of members.

 The editors of laundry journals, particularly of the British jour-
 nals, sometimes liked to claim that these publications were for every-
 one in the laundry trade. Not surprisingly, much of the text was, in
 fact, shaped as an exchange between men. Laundrymen were unself-
 conscious about claiming to speak for everyone in the trade while
 generally speaking only to each other. In these journals, authorial

 7See Leigh Eric Schmidt, "The Commercialization of the Calendar: American
 Holidays and the Culture of Consumption," Journal of American History 78 (1991):
 891-92;John R. Stilgoe, "Moulding the Industrial Zone Aesthetic: 1880-1929,"Jour-
 nal of American Studies 16 (1982): 8; and Claire Badaracco, "Marketing Language
 Products 1900-5: The Case of Agricultural Advertising," Essays in Economic and Busi-
 ness History 8 (1990): 131-46.

 8An extensive search has not revealed surviving examples of the American trade
 publications predating the 1890s; I have limited my analysis to the period after that.

 9Eugene Ferguson has called for more critical attention to the authorship and
 editorial context for these journals. See "Technical Journals and the History of
 Technology," in In Context: History and the History of Technology: Essays in Honor of
 Melvin Kranzberg, ed. Stephen H. Cutcliffe and Robert C. Post (Bethlehem, Pa.,
 1989), pp. 53-70.
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 102 Arwen Palmer Mohun

 voice was perceived and utilized as the voice without gender-the
 norm-just as whiteness in American society is often seen as being
 without race.'o

 The degree to which this was made explicit varied (one frequent
 device was a letter between colleagues or advice from an older man
 to a younger man). Laundrymen most often talked to each other
 and about women-women workers, women customers, and women
 laundresses with whom they competed. This discourse helped to cre-
 ate a community in which knowledge about technology and techno-
 logical processes became masculinized and the mechanisms for shar-
 ing that knowledge became closed to women (although, of course,
 women could, and apparently occasionally still did read the jour-
 nal)." In a world in which economic and social status depended on
 the respect of other men, this discourse was also a public assertion
 that despite the gendered connotations of the technology, laun-
 drymen were manly men by the standards of their culture. Unlike
 the henpecked males humorists sometimes depicted doing the fam-
 ily wash, they had not given up their masculinity (fig. 1.).12

 A comparison between British and American journals and of
 changes within journals between the 1890s and the 1930s reveals
 the complexities of this voice: for while it is almost always male, the
 masculinities expressed change over time. In part, this had to do
 with changing editors and authors. More importantly these authors
 reshaped their rhetorical strategies to fit changing cultural and tech-
 nological contexts. At first reading, these journals seem full of famil-
 iar and unchanging stereotypes of men and women and their rela-
 tionship to technology. A closer examination reveals that while these
 writers claimed that masculinity and femininity were unchanging,
 the characteristics, behaviors, and relationships they described
 changed over time.

 "o Carroll Pursell makes this point in regard to the relationship between technology
 and masculinity by making the point that masculinity is often defined only by its
 juxtaposition with an "other," e.g., femininity. See Carroll Pursell, "The Construc-
 tion of Masculinity and Technology," Polhem 11 (1993): 206-19. The growing litera-
 ture on whiteness as a form of ethnicity also makes this point; one of the most widely
 cited examples is David R. Roediger's Wages of Whiteness: Race and the Making of the
 American Working Class (New York, 1991).

 1 In a rare letter from a female laundry proprietor, Mrs. Lillian G. Barrow wrote
 to the editor of the National Laundry Journal to say, among other things, that she
 "had several copies of the Laundry Journal, and after reading each feel so elevated
 that I did not recognize myself." "She Will Make a Success of It," National Laundry
 Journal, October 1, 1902, 19.

 12"Don't Get the Wash Too Blue!" Laundry, Warshaw Collection (Stereopticon
 file), Smithsonian Institution.
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 FIG. 1.--"Don't Get the Clothes Too Blue!" stereopticon. (Warshaw Collection of Business Americana, Archives Center, National
 Museum of American History, neg. #96-3281)
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 In the first number of the National Laundiy Journal for 1902 the
 editor, Charles Dowst, published an article in the form of a letter
 addressed to himself by an older laundryman. Though not much
 more than a page long, the article is a complex document with a
 number of functions including memorializing deceased and retired
 laundrymen, naming and identifying the place of individuals in the
 community, and mentoring, with Dowst acting as the surrogate for
 the reader. It also utilizes several different strategies to make the
 point that this is a masculine business. Much of the language bor-
 rows from what Warren Susman has called the "culture of charac-

 ter"-reminiscent of Horatio Alger and the rhetoric of "luck and
 pluck."'1 "My boy" says the ancient laundryman, "don't for a mo-
 ment deceive yourself into believing that luck has all to do with suc-
 cess in life... the little band who gathered in Chicago and organized
 our glorious National Association were all hard, tireless workers in
 the battle for success. Those who climbed the highest, commenced
 the lowest; their struggles were most desperate. Gray matter may
 have been the powerful adjunct in reaching the fulfillment of their
 dreams, yet back of all was the indomitable iron will of resolve."'4

 The ancient laundrymen's speech also made a virtue of the liabili-
 ties with which many of the National Laundry Journals readers en-
 tered the industry. Many were small-time businessmen who had ei-
 ther failed in their first business or who were going into business for
 themselves for the first time. Unless they had worked in a laundry,
 they most likely knew little or nothing about the process of laun-
 dering clothes. Significantly, most American laundrymen's descrip-
 tions of how they learned the technical aspects of the business lack
 outside agency. As they told it, they learned by experimentation or
 from other laundrymen. Even when it is clear that they absorbed
 the business from hanging around someone else's laundry, female
 workers never appear in their stories.'5

 "'Warren I. Susman, "'Personality' and the Making of Twentieth-Century Cul-
 ture," in Culture as History: The Transformation of American Society in the Twentieth Cen-
 tury (New York, 1984), p. 274. Susman suggests that this Puritan-republican, pro-
 ducer-capitalist definition of self is characteristic of the 19th century and begins to
 shift in the early 20th century. If he is correct about the chronology of the shift,
 the laundrymen (not surprisingly) are way behind the cultural curve. Susman also
 doesn't discuss the gendered implications of these shifting definitions of self but
 the implications seem obvious. He's really talking about men.

 14"A Leaf from the Past," National Laundry Journal, January 1, 1902, 29.
 15For an extensive sample of American laundrymen's autobiographical stories see

 "Leadership through the Years, 1883-1958: American Institute of Laundering 75th
 Anniversary," William Frew Long Papers, Western Reserve Historical Society, Cleve-
 land, Ohio.
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 Gender and the Transformation of a Domestic Task 105

 In the textual world of the ancient laundryman, it is men who
 solve the technical problems of laundrywork: "to the rescue came
 T.S. Wiles of Troy, elucidator of all laundry problems, the Alma
 Mater, the educator of aboriginal laundrymen. In his brain was
 solved the wicked and knotty question of grey streaks in cuffs, it was
 he who conquered the 'Scattergood Phantom' . . . he alone of all
 toilers in the thorny vineyard of tribulations attained the perfection
 of laundry work."'6

 The technical problem that T. S. Wiles so heroically solved in-
 volved discoloration from bleach or bluing. It is a problem that is
 also described in advice books for housewives from the same period
 but it is given a very different, masculinized meaning here.

 T. S. Wiles was not alone in the pantheon. Throughout the pages
 of the journal, the names of men who have solved these small prob-
 lems are celebrated. The process of giving credit shapes gender divi-
 sions: men are creators, women either reproduce what men thought
 up (if they are workers) or consume the fruits of the laundrymen's
 genius (if they are consumers).

 On the rare occasions when women who own or manage laundries
 do appear in the pages of the American journals, they are either
 oppositional figures or they are bound by conventional stereotypes.
 In the same volume of the National Laundry Journal as the letter to
 Dowst from the ancient laundryman is a rare letter from a woman
 laundry owner. The first four words of her letter identify her sex: "I
 am a woman who about six months ago took it into my head to start
 into business for myself." According to the letter, she chose a steam
 laundry not because it seemed appropriate for a woman or because
 she could use knowledge she already had but because she thought
 "it would be different from everything else." The rest of the letter
 details her inability to find a reliable man to run the laundry for
 her." In one sense, her letter helps confirm the laundrymen's he-
 gemony. She is the exception that proves the rule. She enters the
 business without informed intention. Her search for a male manager
 also makes a distinction between having the capital to buy a laundry
 and having the knowledge to run it. The term "laundryman" is am-
 biguous in that it conflates and muddies those two categories.

 Where female laundry workers appear in the American trade liter-
 ature, they are portrayed either collectively-usually in articles
 about strikes-or they are infantilized and portrayed as technologi-
 cally ignorant. It is difficult to find examples in laundry journals of

 16"A Leaf from the Past."

 17"She Will Make a Success of It" (n. 11 above).
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 a laundryman giving credit to a female worker for innovations or
 improvements in laundry processes. A poem entitled "The New Ma-
 chine," published in the National Laundry Journal in 1904 for the
 amusement and reassurance of the laundrymen, suggests some of
 these gender politics:

 Strange how a laundry girl acts when e'er a new machine
 Is given her to operate instead of a "has-been."
 She kicks and pouts because it doesn't work the same way
 And here are some of her expressions used throughout the day:

 The laundry girl goes on to disparage the owner, the manager, and
 the engineer. The narrator then explains:

 Of course, the only remedy, we know is the old way
 Of treating all the ladies-that's let her have her say,
 Then go to her next morning, tell her we have changed our

 mind,
 And that her old machine was better than the new, we find.

 The laundry girl has by then discovered the virtues of the new ma-
 chine and is not willing to give it up. The laundryman was, of course,
 right about the machine and about feminine psychology:

 We walk away a-smiling, for we knew it very well,
 That, soon as she got used to it, she'd make an awful yell
 If we should think of changing it. But that's the usual scene
 When we get one of our laundry girls an up-to-date machine.'s

 American laundry owners also employed the strategy of rendering
 their workers invisible. In their depiction, machines carried out the
 processes. Invisibility was a useful strategy not only in bolstering the
 authority of laundrymen but in hiding workers from consumers who
 worried about black or ethnic hands touching their private things.
 Laundrymen seemed to believe that one of the appeals of machinery
 for consumers was that it had no race or class.'9

 While the editorial voice of British journals is also male, women,
 both as workers and as managers (very rarely consumers) are a much
 more pervasive presence than in American journals. Many of the

 18"The New Machine," National Laundry Journal, July 1, 1904, 52.
 19On the politics of invisibility with regard to technology see John Staudenmaier,

 "The Politics of Successful Technologies" in Cutcliffe and Post (n. 9 above), pp.
 164-65.
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 Gender and the Transformation of a Domestic Task 107

 masculine idioms employed by Americans made less sense in British
 culture. British laundrymen more often derived their authority from
 paternalism and class-ways of social organization that necessarily
 involved women. Moreover, they often constructed the idea of laun-
 drywork as men's work not in contrast to a general domestic model
 but rather in specific opposition to washerwomen who were much
 more powerful cultural figures in Britain than in the United States.20

 British laundrymen evoked the domestic connotations of laun-
 drywork and of domestic laundry technology far more often than
 Americans. As a later section of this article will show, they sometimes
 took on the tools of the traditional washerwoman as their own sym-
 bols. They also alternatively denigrated and sentimentalized the per-
 son of the traditional laundress, her craft knowledge, and her tools.
 A 1907 article in The Laundry Journal suggests the complex class and
 gender connotations of traditional laundrywork: "Six days at the
 wash tub is now the most popular remedy for riotous suffragettes. It
 is favoured by persons in authority as well as the man in the street."21

 Direct claims to being able to fix or operate machinery more com-
 petently than women are largely lacking in the British journals.
 While British laundrymen implied that they understood the princi-
 ples of machinery, they seldom demonstrated their masculinity by
 portraying themselves as rolling up their sleeves and getting their
 hands dirty. British laundry journals often described a figure called
 the "laundry engineer" who had no explicit American counterpart.
 This was a man hired to set up and tend the mechanical parts of
 the laundry. Like the machinery and supply salesman, the male driv-
 ers, and the washhouse man he was a potential but not accepted
 member of the brotherhood of laundrymen.22

 Perhaps because British laundrymen were less likely to consider
 hands-on knowledge of machinery an important measure of their
 masculinity, they also voiced more willingness to acknowledge the
 technological capabilities of their female employees than their
 American counterparts. They also made more of a distinction be-
 tween abstract knowledge about how a machine worked (a mascu-
 line domain) and the ability to use machinery. At least one editor
 was hopeful about the ability of women to learn to operate new ma-
 chinery. He argued that "surely if girls can work the telegraph, they

 20Malcolmson (n. 2 above), pp. 5-6 and passim.
 21 Laundry Journal, April 13, 1907, 8.
 22"Engineer" in the British context comes closer in meaning to mechanic than

 to the American meaning of engineer as someone who designs machinery. The role
 was most fully explicated in the British journal The Laundry and Institution Engineer.
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 might easily become familiar with the working of the many and less
 delicate and complicated machines which are used in the laundry."23

 One of the most startling characteristics of British laundries is the
 widespread employment of women managers. While American laun-
 dries sometimes employed forewomen who managed a single de-
 partment, they did not have the kind of broad authority of their
 British counterparts. The use of women managers in British laun-
 dries had a practical basis-they knew more about laundrywork and
 cost less than their male counterparts. They asserted authority over
 the relatively homogeneous work force by virtue of their higher class
 status.

 The presence of female managers would seem to undermine the
 authority of the British laundrymen. Partly the problem was solved
 by making a sharper distinction between managing personnel prob-
 lems (clearly women's work) and solving technical problems. Female
 managers might teach employees how to use machinery but they
 were not credited with making decisions about purchases or laundry
 set-up. Journal articles that mention women managers often use the
 strategy of praising their abilities by emphasizing how they stemmed
 from gendered qualities. Lady managers are good with people. They
 are valued for qualities such as the ability to be firm but kind.24 In
 one article, a prominent laundry owner named Hugh Trenchard
 made the "frank confession" that "if I had trouble with the workers

 I lock myself up and leave my manageress to deal with it."25 One
 could easily substitute "servants" and "wife" into Trenchard's con-
 fession. Asked to toast "the ladies" at an 1899 dinner of the National

 Laundry Protective Association, a Mr. Roberts recontextualized qual-
 ities that might otherwise be seen as manly as ill-fitting by saying that
 he had "always looked upon laundry ladies as so desperately serious
 and businesslike that he hardly knew whether to tackle the subject
 in a serious or jocular style."'26 This domestic language contrasts with
 the masculine analogies sometimes used by American journals to
 describe male managers. An article from the 1920s compared the
 role of the male manager to that of an engineer on the famous train,
 the Twentieth Century Limited. The "superintendent is the man
 at the throttle" stated the article's author, "a man of decision, with
 the force and character to have his orders carried out without ques-
 tion or debate." Should he successfully carry out his duties "his pas-

 23Laundry Journal, September 15, 1887, 5.
 24Laundry Record, August 2, 1920, 457; Laundry Journal, August 1, 1890,

 12.

 25Laundry Record, August 2, 1920, 457.
 26Laundry Journal, March 15, 1899, 11.
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 sengers (the public) will take more frequent rides on his particular
 train.' 27

 British laundrymen often used the domestic connotations of laun-
 drywork in a different way than their American counterparts injusti-
 fying their authority over female workers. Making claims about tech-
 nology was less important to them than making sure that social
 relations inside the laundry mirrored those outside. Because almost
 all British laundryworkers were native-born white women, British
 laundrymen could cast these women in a familial framework, with
 themselves as paterfamilias. For instance, they sometimes portrayed
 laundries as a good place for women to work. Like the Victorian
 home, laundries could provide appropriately womanly work under
 the ultimate authority of a suitable man.

 In an 1887 article in the British journal the Laundry Journal, the
 (male) author advised that "waste girls" who were having difficulty
 finding husbands should go into laundry work as "it is particularly
 suited to the feminine genius." Moreover, not only can women use
 their innate abilities but they will benefit in turn because "unlike
 other female occupations, it [laundrywork] has no tendency to unfit
 a girl for the cares and responsibilities attaching to the dignity of
 wife and mother."28 The intention of this particular article (and oth-
 ers like it) was to attract a better class of girl, as laundrymen were
 convinced that the unladylike behavior of their employees sullied
 the reputation of the industry.29 Nowhere does one get a sense of
 the heat and monotony and danger of these jobs. Many of these
 articles romanticized the laundress and her work. Girls learning
 laundrywork in a state-run boarding school are described as unwill-
 ing to leave their work in the "school board fairyland" even for
 dinner.30

 Even in Britain, the rhetoric of paternalism tended to break down
 in the face of state-sponsored demands that laundry owners actually
 look after the welfare of their workers. Then the worker's knowledge
 became a valuable commodity that she could easily use to protect
 herself against misuse by her employer. In response to a proposal
 that the Factory Acts be extended to laundry workers, one British
 laundryman argued that the Acts were to protect the young and the
 weak. "Laundry workers are, if young-as few are-by no means

 27"Running the 20th Century Limited in a Laundry," Laundry Age, April 1, 1924,
 24.

 28"Waste Girls," Laundry Joumrnal, September 1, 1887, 5.

 2"Legal and Criminal," Laundry Journal, August 20, 1886, 5; Laundry Joumal, Au-
 gust 15, 1887, 11.

 0 Laundry Journal, March 1, 1890, 5.
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 weak." He went on to explain that a skilled laundry worker could
 always find alternate employment "should her employer, or his
 prices, or her fellow workers, or indeed anything displease her."31

 In American journals, romantic or paternalistic images of laundry
 workers are largely absent. Paternalism was largely an unappealing
 strategy for laundrymen who might not want to make their immi-
 grant and (by the 1920s) African-American workers part of the fam-
 ily in any capacity. The argument that laundrywork is culturally ap-
 propriate work for future wives and mothers was never made.
 Reformers who wanted to argue the opposite case made it most suc-
 cessfully on the grounds that laundrywork is destructive of the repro-
 ductive physiology of women-not their femininity (which was con-
 sidered questionable anyway in the case of immigrant and nonwhite
 women) .32

 In the first decades of the 20th century, laundrymen became more
 and more preoccupied with female consumers. They recognized
 that the majority of housewives still did their family's laundry at
 home or handed it over to servants or washerwomen.33 Laundrymen
 had good reason to believe that sending the laundry out was an ap-
 pealing alternative to the backbreaking labor of stirring a copper,
 ironing sheets, or turning a wringer. Even women who could afford
 a washerwoman still had to endure wet laundry in their kitchens or
 the risks of sending it off to tenement rooms to be done.

 Laundrymen sensed an enormous potential for new business.
 Where once they had been content with whatever business found
 its way to them, more and more they began to pursue what was
 known in the trade as the "family bundle." By the 1920s, this seg-
 ment of the laundry market had become the subject of much discus-
 sion in the trade journals and the target of a variety of advertising
 schemes.

 As it turned out, pursuing the family bundle was a complex matter.
 To get the bundle, laundrymen had to negotiate the gendered
 meanings of laundrywork with their female customers. They needed

 31 "The Laundry Act," Laundry Journal, August 1, 1887, 5.
 32The most significant Supreme Court decision on protective legislation in the

 progressive period was Muller v. Oregon. Muller was the owner of a laundry in Port-
 land, Oregon. The prosecution's arguments were based on the deleterious physical
 effects of laundrywork on women as presented in what is known as the "Brandeis
 Brief." That brief and the court's opinion were published in Louis Brandeis, Women
 in Industry: Decision of the U.S. Supreme Court in Curt Muller v. State of Oregon (New
 York, 1908).

 33In 1920, U.S. census takers counted an astonishing 383,622 women described
 as "laundresses (not in laundry)." In comparison, only 78,548 women were em-
 ployed in commercial laundries.Joseph A. Hill, Women in Gainful Occupations, 1870-
 1920, Census Monograph 9 (Washington, D.C., 1929), p. 184.
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 to claim the superiority of their machinery-intensive approach while
 not undermining women's claims to authority as caretakers of the
 health, well-being, and cleanliness of their families. It is indicative
 of the continued identification of laundry as gendered female that
 laundrymen were often surprisingly acquiescent to women custom-
 er's opinions and expertise on the subject.

 Laundrymen made some effort to try to understand what women
 wanted because they came to believe that directly or indirectly
 women consumers had the power to define standards for the trade
 by defining what cleanliness meant and by making technological
 choices. Acknowledging middle-class consumer's expertise but not
 that of working class laundresses (who surely knew more about how
 to get clothes clean than their middle-class sisters) allowed laun-
 drymen to split women along class lines.

 In the 1920s, large numbers of trade journal articles began ap-
 pearing with titles like "The Customer's Point of View," "The
 Housewife and the Modern Laundry," and "Housewife Fires Broad-
 side at Laundry." Toward this end, they also invited club women
 or home economists to offer their views.34 These articles not only
 acknowledged women's expertise as consumers but reinforced the
 dichotomy of domestic laundrywork as feminine and commercial
 laundrywork as male. Consistent with the gender ideology of their
 age, these articles often portrayed middle-class women as mysterious,
 capricious, and demanding. One article summed up the gender di-
 vide with a terse bit of advice to laundrymen, "women's ways are not
 men's ways.' ""

 Advertisers were not above capitalizing on the anxiety about gen-
 der relations evidenced in these discussions to sell their products to
 worried laundrymen. For instance, a 1924 advertisement captioned
 "Mrs. Housewife is the Judge" was placed in Laundry Age to sell a
 product called Erusto Salts to laundry owners. The ad is illustrated
 with a woman dressed in judge's robes yelling at a forlorn-looking
 laundryman half her size. The caption explains that "the Court
 knows a whole lot about the Family Wash but not so very much about
 the Modern Laundry. She thinks a great many things about the Mod-
 ern Laundry that are not true. That's why you are on the Defense.
 The Court must be convinced before she will hand down a favorable

 decision and award you the Family Wash" (fig. 2.).36
 Laundrymen believed that women consumers cared about how

 34"The Housewife and the Modern Laundry," Power Laundry, August 20, 1921,
 723; "The Customer's Point of View," Laundry Age, May 1, 1921, 18; "Housewife
 Fires Broadside at Laundry," Laundry Age, July 1, 1921, 26.

 35National Laundry Journal, January 1, 1903, 3.
 36Laundry Age, May 1, 1924, 73.
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 Mrs. Housewife is the Judge
 The case is that of the Family Wash vs. the

 Modern Laundry.

 The Court knows a whole lot about the Family
 Wash but not so very much about the Modern Laun-
 (Iry. She thinks a great many things about the Mod.
 ern Laundry that are not true. That's why you are
 on the Defense. The Court must be convinced before
 she will hand down a favorable decision and award
 you the Family Wash.

 dry smell," and with even the most dainty fabrics
 unharmed by chemical action.

 Such evidence has great weight with the Court.
 Use it! Try a keg of ERUSTO. We pay the costs
 if it isn't satisfactory. Tear off the coupon and
 mail it.

 Sterling Products Company
 Dept. L, Easton, Pa.

 FIG. 2.-"Mrs. Housewife is the Judge," Laundry Age, May 1, 1924, p. 73. (Courtesy
 of the Library of Congress.)

 the process was carried out as well as what the end product looked
 like. They continually reiterated that what set laundries apart from
 other alternatives was their modern, industrial character-that the
 processes were carried out by factory methods using science and en-
 gineering to set standards and design controls.

 By the 1920s, the Laundryman's National Association ran an ad-
 vertising and publicity campaign that opened up laundries for tours
 by women customers. In an advertising campaign sponsored by the
 LNA, women's magazines such as Good Housekeeping featured the ad-
 ventures of "Alice in Launderland." The text and pictures of a 1928
 ad suggest the complexities of constructing all the gendered mean-
 ings of laundrywork to preserve the laundrymen's authority without
 offending the female customer (fig. 3).

 Alice, fashionably dressed in a cloche hat and fur trimmed coat
 is being shown through a laundry by a man described as her "ge-
 nial" guide. In the background are workers sorting laundry. "Here's
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 STERE'S our 'raw material' as it comes
 Sfrom the home," Alice's genial guide

 explained, pointing to a great stack of
 bundles. "You see, Mrs. Gartley, in modern
 laundries the first consideration is a system of
 positive identification. These special listing
 machines, you see, keep an accurate record of
 each bundle's contents. The articles are re-
 peatedly checked against these lists, and care-
 fully identified for future reference." This ac-
 curate listing, careful checking and positive
 identification, in present-day progressive laun-
 dries, insures the return of your complete bundle.
 Call the laundry today.

 A Semice for Every Family Budget
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 FIG. 3.-"Let the Laundry Do It!" Alice in Launderland advertisement, Good
 Housekeeping, December 1928, p. 183. (Copyright International Fabricare Institute,
 reprinted with permission.)
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 our 'raw material' as it comes from the home," says the guide, using
 a factory analogy. It is the method, the technology that is empha-
 sized. Nothing is said about the women workers in the picture. Fur-
 ther text picks up other of the laundryman's themes: "Whether you
 supervise the laundress at home, or send clothes out to questionable
 quarters, you will find that modern laundries offer freedom from
 work and worry. .. " And finally, a small box at the bottom of the
 page offers: "Go with Alice into Launderland-This delightful jour-
 ney booklet may be had from any modern laundry displaying on its
 trucks this picture of Alice in Launderland."37

 Laundrymen Construct Their Past

 Beginning in the 1920s, laundrymen also increasingly employed
 another type of rhetorical strategy in constructing and justifying
 their identity. In printed sources meant both for public and trade
 consumption, they told a series of creation stories about the origins
 of the industry. In a culture fascinated with inventors and invention
 and deeply (if not rigorously) historical in its understanding of the
 world, creation stories had a powerful resonance.

 The appearance of these creation myths can be ascribed in part
 to the widespread fascination with advertisement and publicity that
 took hold of both British and American culture in the interwar pe-
 riod. Creating a public image for business became an increasingly
 important role for trade associations. The peculiar form of laundry
 histories in this period can also be explained by changes within the
 community of laundry owners. The deaths of many of the older laun-
 drymen who had entered the industry in the 1880s freed a younger
 generation from the obligation to memorialize specific individuals
 and from a collective memory that often suggested the real begin-
 nings of the industry commenced from their efforts. These newer
 stories were more generalized, shaped to fit broader cultural ideas
 about origins. The two examples described below were published in
 industry histories designed not just for an audience of laundrymen
 but also to publicize the industry to the general public.

 In 1950, Fred de Armond, a longtime associate editor of Laundry
 Age, and publicist for the industry, published an official history of
 the industry which included an origin story which had been repeated
 in various forms since the 1920s.8 De Armond states that the tech-

 37 Good Housekeeping, December 1928, 183.
 'Most of the specifics of de Armond's story date to at least the late 1920s. In

 composing a history of the industry for a Women's Bureau report, Ethel Best re-
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 nology that made the industry possible was born when an inventive
 miner in the California Gold Rush hooked up ajury-rigged washing
 machine to a donkey engine. He had decided that "an easier way
 to get the yellow metal was by doing washing for other womanless
 forty-niners" than by digging for it himself."

 No good evidence exists to support the veracity of the story and,
 true or not, it is clear from a number of other sources that the first
 prototypes of the technology predated the miner's innovation by at
 least half a century.40 De Armond's story (and its similar predeces-
 sors) draws on two of the most powerful sets of images in American
 mythohistory: its setting is the Turnerian frontier, its protagonist is
 the Yankee inventor. Each device is significantly gendered. In Fred-
 erickJackson Turner's model, the frontier is initially a world without
 women. Women come as civilizers who bring with them the accoutre-
 ments of civilization including, in this case, clean linen. In their ab-
 sence, the inventive miner comes up with a technological solution
 to what is construed as a social problem. The introduction of a tech-
 nological solution mitigates the humiliating circumstance of men
 having to do women's work themselves. In some sense, they're no
 longer doing it, the machine is doing it.

 Because of laundry's domestic linkages, de Armond's story also
 lends itself to some of the gendered conventions of inventor narra-
 tives: It is a tale of Yankee ingenuity in which an amateur inventor
 takes a piece of familiar household technology and alters it subtly
 but with enormous ramifications.

 For British laundrymen, both the frontier and the Yankee inven-
 tor were culturally meaningless (except as intriguing American-
 isms). Instead, 20th century British stories derive their power and
 authority by drawing on symbols of status and tradition. In an official

 counted this story of the miner. She also added a gendered comment of her own:
 "It sounds like a man's idea of a labor saving invention, and it was." See "A History
 of the American Laundry Industry," typescript, Women's Bureau Papers, Record
 Group 86, Box 105, National Archives, Washington, D.C. Best was given historical
 material by the National Laundryowners Association and culled information from
 the pamphlet "The Brief Story of the Progress of the Power Laundry Industry from
 Ancient Times": see L. C. Ball to Ethel Best, September 22, 1928, and L. C. Ball to
 Ethel Best, April 13, 1928, Women's Bureau Papers, Record Group 86, Box 105.
 Frederic W. Bradshaw, Power Laundries; The Story of a Five Hundred Million Dollar Indus-
 try (New York, 1926) begins in Egypt and has a variant on the gold fields story as
 well as a recounting of patents.

 39Fred de Armond, The Laundry Industry (New York, 1950), p. 7.
 4It is most likely derivative of textile technology, specifically that used in bleacher-

 ies in late 18th century Britain. See Charles Sylvester, The Philosophy ofDomestic Econ-
 omy, (Nottingham, 1819).
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 CHAPTER FIVE

 CLEANLINESS NEXT GODLINESS

 FIG. 4.-Coat of Arms of the Company of Launderers of the City of London.
 (Ancliffe Prince, The Craft ofLaundering: A History ofFabric Cleaning [London, 1970],
 p. 25.)

 industry history, Antcliffe Prince describes the arrangement of sym-
 bols in the coat of arms of the Company of Launderers of the City
 of London (fig. 4.), a business organization of owners and managers
 of power laundries organized in 1960.41 In the center of the coat of
 arms, says Prince, is a picture of one of the earliest designs for a

 41Malcolmson (n. 2 above), p. 162.
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 washing machine in the British patent record (1782) "between three
 antique flat irons fired proper."42 I know of no evidence that the
 "Sidgier Machine," as it was known among laundrymen, was ever
 put to practical use. Its design suggests that, in any case, it would
 have been of little use in a commercial laundry. Its authority rests
 in its place in the patent record; in the fact that an individual inven-
 tor's name can be attached to it.

 The mythical roots of the British laundry industry in Prince's ver-
 sion are hardly womanless. Traditional laundresses (washerwomen)
 are pervasive, conflicted figures in European culture with no sym-
 bolic American equivalent. They appear variously as archetypal Ama-
 zons, drunkards, and slatterns, but also as maternal figures. Prince
 chooses to portray them as royalty. The support for the launderer's
 coat of arms on the right ("dexter") side is described as a figure
 of Princess Nausicaa, a character from the Odyssey who encounters
 Odysseus while she and her maidens are doing laundry on the
 beach. Prince remarks that "a modern royal laundress was Princess
 Margaret who as a Girl Guide gained her Laundress proficiency
 badge."43

 Many of the contradictions in these portrayals have to do with the
 conflict between the realities of laundresses' lives and the purposes
 they served as symbols. As noted earlier, British laundrymen often
 sentimentalized laundresses in complex ways. One strategy was to
 portray them as representative figures of a preindustrialized past. By
 doing so, the laundrymen also essentialized history into a female,
 preindustrial past and a male, progressive, industrial present and
 future.44 In the "modern" (one of the laundrymen's favorite terms)
 world, the only appropriate place for these women was as employees
 or vestigial remnants of the past.

 The Company of Launderers made symbolic use not only of the
 traditional laundress's persona but also her tools. Besides the flat-
 irons, the coat of arms also features other pieces of technology iden-
 tified with traditional laundresses. The left-hand supporter of the
 coat of arms carries a dolly, a long wooden pole with crosspieces at
 the end traditionally used by British laundresses to stir clothes in a
 tub or boiling copper. Prince states that the company's ceremonial

 42Ancliffe Prince, The Craft of Laundering: A History of Fabric Cleaning (London,
 1970), p. 11.

 43 Prince, p. 6.
 "This is a dichotomy that has also been adopted by some feminist historians,

 making a virtue out of women's differing historical relationship with certain kinds
 of technology. Notably see Carolyn Merchant, The Death of Nature: Women, Ecology,
 and the Scientific Revolution (New York, 1980).
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 mace is also a dolly. One can imagine it being carried in procession
 at an annual dinner. Prince shows no apparent awareness of the
 irony that this largely male fraternity adopted the traditional tools
 of female workers displaced by mechanization. Nor do the launder-
 ers seem to have worried about being unsexed by this technological
 cross-dressing, perhaps because they felt assured in their position or
 because this was one more means of seizing authority.

 As the examples given here suggest, laundrymen's efforts to regen-
 der their technology were complex and sometimes contradictory-
 as complex and contradictory as the meanings given to gender by
 the broader culture of which they were a part. Like Moliere's Bour-
 geois Gentilhomme who discovers he has been speaking prose all
 of his life, discourse about gender was a pervasive part of their world
 even if they never gave it a name.

 Certainly, twenty years of feminist scholarship on women (and
 more recently men) and technology has provided an explanation
 for why men claimed and controlled certain technologies. In brief,
 this theory argues that patriarchy and capitalism combine to ensure
 that technologies that are lucrative or culturally significant don't fall
 into the hands of women.45 And yet, this explanation is not very ex-
 plicit about how men (or other hegemonic groups) gain and main-
 tain control. If an explanation about process is offered, it is usually
 materialist: men controlled access to most capital and therefore to
 capital-intensive production. This explanation also implies that the
 process is one-sided and coercive, usually through economic and
 institutional means. Moreover, this model of coercive patriarchy of-
 fers no explanation for the complex and extensive discourse about
 gender evident in the sources discussed here.

 A different kind of model borrowed from the Gramscian Marxist

 idea of cultural hegemony provides a way of explaining why the laun-
 drymen's symbolic discourse was critical to creating their material
 world. As used by historians and cultural theorists, this theory ex-
 plains that dominant groups cannot maintain their hegemonic posi-
 tion by outright coercion; they require at least partial consensus
 from those that are being subordinated. This consensus is created by
 a shared cultural discourse through which all parties can rationalize

 45There is an extensive literature on this subject. I have been most influenced by
 Judy Wajcman, Feminism Confronts Technology (University Park, Pa., 1991); the work
 of Cynthia Cockburn; Heidi Hartman, "Capitalism, Patriarchy, and Job Segregation
 by Sex," Signs 1 (Spring 1986): 137-70 and "Capitalism and Women's Work in
 the Home, 1900-1930" (Ph.D. diss., Yale University, 1974); as well as a number of
 thoughtful review essays by Ruth Cowan, Judy McGaw, and Joan Rothschild (see the
 introduction to this volume).
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 unequal power relationships. In order to function properly, the
 dominant group also has to make some concessions to the subordi-
 nate group.46 This model has most often been used to talk about
 class or class-like relations,47 but it works quite well for thinking about
 relations between the sexes.

 Laundrymen's claims about the essential masculinity of what they
 did were claims to power and authority on cultural grounds. As long
 as the culture as a whole continued to subscribe to the sex-gender
 system as a cultural rationalization for unequal power relations be-
 tween the sexes, the laundrymen's claims needed only to make sense
 within that context. In return, they were willing to concede a limited
 amount of authority to women. For instance: women know a clean
 shirt when they see it. Women are better adapted to the heat, monot-
 ony, and attention to detail needed in the ironing room.

 That claim to authority was essential. Laundrymen could not have
 successfully constructed their world, either materially or symboli-
 cally, without paying attention to the dynamics of gender. It was es-
 sential on the shop floor, it was essential in dealing with other men,
 not only other laundrymen but the bankers and lawyers and business
 community that provided support for their enterprises. It was essen-
 tial in drawing in customers who were paying not for a tangible good
 but for a service and a culturally described quality, cleanliness. It
 could not be otherwise. Pressed on all sides by an older, more perva-
 sive cultural understanding that laundry was women's work, regen-
 dering the technology and asserting their authority over it had to
 be a dynamic, ongoing process. The broader cultural understanding
 of the link between masculinity, machinery, and industrial processes
 provided a useful tool to accomplish that goal.

 In the end, the persistent gendering of laundrywork as female out-
 side the bounds of their industry was their undoing. In the late 1920s
 and 1930s, washing machine manufacturers began to explicitly tar-
 get women as potential customers. As Ruth Cowan and others have
 pointed out, their advertisements suggested that women who sent
 their washing out were abrogating their responsibilities as wives and

 4For useful overviews of Gramscian theory as applied to history and cultural stud-
 ies see T. J. Jackson Lears, "The Concept of Cultural Hegemony: Problems and
 Possibilities," American Historical Review 90 (June 1985): 567-93 and John Storey,
 An Introductory Guide to Cultural Theory and Popular Culture (Athens, Ga., 1993). Histo-
 rians of technology have also recently discovered the concept. See essays by Rosalind
 Williams and Philip Scranton in Does Technology Drive History? The Dilemma of Techno-
 logical Determinism, ed. Merritt Roe Smith and Leo Marx (Cambridge, Mass., 1994).

 47One of the most successful uses is in Eugene Genovese, Roll Jordan, Roll: The
 World the Slaves Made (New York, 1974).
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 mothers.48 They should not trust the laundry (read laundryman) to
 ensure the cleanliness of their families' personal washing. Laundry
 owners retaliated with claims about sanitation and science and care-

 ful management in vain. Laundry became a rare example of a do-
 mestic process, once industrialized, that returned to the home.

 In some ways, the laundryman's story is anomalous. It is rare that
 a technology is so explicitly regendered. In other ways, this case study
 has broader connotations for thinking about writing the history of
 technology. Many of the rhetorical strategies that the laundrymen
 used are awkwardly familiar. We recognize the creation stories, the
 insistence that technological abilities are innate and gendered, the
 idea that, as Michael Adas puts it, machines are the measure of
 men.49

 Explicit discussions of gender may be new to historians of technol-
 ogy but implicit notions about gender are pervasive in the sources
 we use. If this gender talk is functional and not just the cultural
 detritus of a less enlightened age, then it cannot be ignored. This
 is particularly true if we accept that technology, in both its shaping
 and uses, is socially constructed.

 4Ruth Schwartz Cowan, "Two Washes in the Morning and a Bridge Party at Night:
 The American Housewife Between the Wars," Women's Studies 3 (1976): 147-72.

 49Michael Adas, Machines as the Measure of Men: Science, Technology, and Ideologies of
 Western Dominance (Ithaca, N.Y., 1989).
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